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Our Vision 

Working together towards informed, healthy and thriving 

communities. 

 

Our Mission 

Is to practice and promote responsible citizenship in the South 

African context through health, education and social 

entrepreneurship initiatives. 

We create a supportive space for experiential learning and teaching, 

addressing inequality through innovative and sustainable approaches 

to community engagement. 
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What a year it has been! It came quietly, softly 

ambling us through January and then in a 

whirlwind of euphoria, horror, joy and 

disappointment – all simultaneously and 

inseparable – frog-marched us through the rest 

of 2017. 

With each passing year it becomes more 

evident that thinking about the big question of 

our long-term survival on the planet - about 

our ability to hand over to generations not yet 

born a world which is relatively manageable 

and which will have in its resource capacity, the 

capacity to feed and sustain us and our 

children - is becoming more critical. The 

challenge of thinking this through is utterly 

intimidating. It cannot be done by sitting in our 

isolated preserves. We have to be in it 

together. In South Africa, we are faced with the 

painful reality that an estimated 75% of our 

children cannot read at the level at which they 

are supposed to. They cannot read with 

comprehension. This and the accompanying 

reality that inequality grows wider by the day, 

and poverty levels remain relatively the same 

year-on-year, are devastating features of who 

we are. 

In the face of this, at SHAWCO our year has 

once again been a celebration of student 

volunteer activity. Selflessly, more than 2,000 

SHAWCO student volunteers have ‘ventured’ 

into the most under-resourced communities in 

Cape Town, and the rural parts of the Eastern 

Cape Province, to provide needed education 

and primary healthcare services. As the need 

has become more, so too has this put 

additional pressure on our SHAWCO resources. 

In the past two years, it made us think of how 

we do things differently to achieve greater 

outcome. It has by no means been easy. Albeit, 

toward the end of 2017, we have seen the 

organisation move forward on a fresh path, 

and all the strategies put in place over the past 

two years coming to fruition: that of greater 

internal controls; a new fundraising strategy 

that is showing impact; a media strategy that is 

profiling the work of SHAWCO more rigorously, 

and old and new partners venturing the road 

with SHAWCO as we invest in the future. 

We thank our communities for allowing us the 

space to give, to learn and to share. We thank 

our SHAWCO board for your active 

involvement. We thank our many donors, 

individual supporters, and the UCT community. 

We thank the SHAWCO staff for their 

commitment and drive. 

Last but not least, our thanks to all our 

SHAWCO student volunteers. We salute you! 

Professor Crain Soudien 

Chairman of the SHAWCO Board 

Chairman’s 

Report 
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2017 was a year of many challenges, but more 

so a year of great achievements for SHAWCO. 

After two years of many changes within the 

organisations, we are well on a path moving 

forward and upward. Our focus in 2017 was 

the strengthening of internal controls and 

profiling the work of SHAWCO. We appointed 

a new auditing firm, Mazars, and implemented 

measures for austerity to secure SHAWCO’s 

financial sustainability in the long-term. Vis-à-

vis profiling the work of SHAWCO, we revisited 

our social media platforms and launched a 

campaign mid-term that presented SHAWCO 

anew in the public space. We launched a new 

SHAWCO newsletter and rekindled our 

communications strategy with UCT 

Communications department, local 

newspapers, and our donors and partners. This 

has proofed very successful, and this strategy 

is ongoing. 

On the student volunteer front, it was a year of 

reflection and putting in motion new ideas and 

vision to assist SHAWCO in achieving its goals. 

The Education sector revisited existing policies 

and procedures and updated roles and 

responsibilities within the sector. In October 

2017, a new Education Coordinator was 

appointed to assist and provide support to the 

1,000 plus volunteers. The Health students on 

the other hand, made an assessment of their 

impact in existing sites where they provide 

primary healthcare. Their focus has broadened 

around health promotion and their work in 

health promotion now reaches more sites, like 

the Scalabrini Centre in Cape Town. Both 

sectors have done exceptionally well, and in 

2017 we had more than 2,000 students 

volunteers registered with SHAWCO. 

Our social entrepreneurship programme was 

scaled down in 2017. We had to part with our 

SHAWCO Rags2Riches programme, and the 

two second-hand clothing stores in Mowbray 

and Kensington were closed down at the end 

of December 2017. Over the past years, this 

programme has seen a significant decline in 

revenue generation, and draining the 

resources of SHAWCO. Albeit, we have seen 

growth in both our SHAWCO International 

Programme and the SHAWCO Academic 

Interventions Programme. In our SHAWCO 

International service-learning offering, we 

signed contracts with new international 

universities and introduced SHAWCO to more 

institutions at the Asia Pacific International 

Education Conference and other international 

platforms. These interventions all proofed very 

successful. 

Our SHAWCO Academic Interventions 

Programme again delivered outstanding 

results with 87% of the learners in the 

programme achieving admission to higher 

learning institutions.  

Our SHAWCO centres remain a space for 

community, and in 2017 we had an 

exponential increase in centre based activities. 

Our Kensington Centre was fully booked for 

functions the entire year, they offered music, 

dance and fitness classes in the evenings.  

We are happy with what we achieved in this 

reporting period and look forward to further 

growth, innovation and creativity in the 

coming year. 

Our thanks to everyone who have journeyed 

with us. Thank you for being part of the 

SHAWCO family! 

Gavin Joachims  

SHAWCO director 

Director’s Report 
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2017 commenced with an active recruitment 

drive and - in addition to the usual 

presentation at the IAPO orientation - the 

Education sector also launched a campaign 

using posters around Upper Campus, as well as 

social media advertising, to recruit volunteers 

for the programme. It was a very successful 

year in terms of volunteer recruitment and by 

August 1,246 students were registered with 

SHAWCO Education. More than 70% of the 

volunteers were local, which is a clear 

indication that student volunteerism is alive 

and well. 

This was also a year of revisiting policies and 

procedures. The leadership focused on 

protocols, archiving and documentation to 

improve handover material between 

leadership generations. This would not only 

ensure that smooth transition and leadership 

handover, but also ensure that organisational 

information is transferred and made easily 

accessible to the next generation of student 

leadership. 

SHAWCO Education Executive 

President Julian Siebert 

Vice President Meshanya Naidoo 

Treasurer Mercy Chimpelo 

Education Steering Committee 

Senior Curriculum Thembilihle Zulu 

Junior Curriculum An Chi Chen 

Events Savannah Cozzi 

Fundraising & Marketing Saleem Firfirey 

Evaluations & Data Manager Slade Scullard 

Education Project Leaders 

KenSTART Bronte Davies 

KenSTEP Kaylin Paterson 

KenSO Sukayna Bassier 

KenSMART Somila Mateza 

Little Step  Bulelani Makapela 

STEP Sarah Brown 

Stepping Out Michelle Barboure 

SMART Gift Rambuda 

Little Star Kefilwe Pilane 

Star Waleed Isaacs 

Little Moon Georgia Brisco 

Sitsaba Asemahle Ngandi 

LAWCO  Nicola Harvey 

SHAWCO Education Programme 
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One of this year’s executive team’s main goals 

was an improved data management and 

evaluation system within the sector. The 

Education sector developed an evaluation tool 

that allows the sector to measure, track, and 

compare project performance and project 

effectiveness over time, between projects, and 

between communities. The purpose for this 

tool is to allow for a meaningful monitoring 

over the years to come. In 2017, the sector also 

introduced a Project Tracker and a Centre 

Managers’ Feedback Form to track project 

statistics (i.e. volunteer and participant 

attendance, as well as provision of food and 

transport) on a weekly basis, and from the 

point of view of both centre managers and 

project leaders.  

All projects were running at satisfactory 

capacity. It was identified in 2016, that there 

was a great need for children and youth in the 

projects to get a more substantial meal. 

Participants were coming to the projects 

hungry. In this reporting period the Education 

team worked toward the implementation of a 

food provision plan. In the past, participants 

received a fruit, juice and a snack, and only on 

certain days would they get a meal. The 

Education team, in partnership with Centre 

Managers, discussed nutritional concerns and 

needs, and by the end of 2017, each project 

had a food provision plan for 2018.  

In 2017, a total of 1,300 participants grades R 

through 11 were registered with 13 SHAWCO 

Education projects. 

In order to successfully deliver this 

programme, the SHAWCO centres and 

SHAWCO transport plays an important role. 

Centre Managers have remained committed in 

their performance to ensure that the SHAWCO 

centres are not only well-managed, but also to 

ensure that Education projects at these sites 

run smoothly.  

Toward the end of 2017, a new Education 

Coordinator was appointed in the sector. This 

appointment is envisaged to improve the 

communication between SHAWCO head office 

and the Education sector. 

We thank all the participants in our projects. 

We thank our Centre Managers, and staff. And, 

we thank you, supporters and donors alike. 
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For SHAWCO Health, it has been a hugely 

successful year. The programme recruited just 

short of 900 medical student volunteers to 

assist in the provision of primary healthcare. 

The vision for the Steering committee in 2017 

was to advance and expand current projects 

and clinics in order to ensure optimum student 

development and service provision as well as 

improve working relationships. 

The year kicked off with an unusually late start. 

Various workshops, including the Community 

Health Worker workshop and clinic committee 

workshops, were facilitated to shape stronger 

relationships within the teams who work 

together in the sites where SHAWCO Health 

operates.  

One of the big achievements in this reporting 

period was a very successful annual rural 

project. Thirty of our students from the Faculty 

of Health Sciences (including medical students, 

and health and rehab students) set out to two 

rural locations. Here students got the 

opportunity to practice medicine in rural areas 

and get exposure to other places in the country 

where they may one day get the opportunity 

to work. The core focus of the trips was to 

provide these areas with health screening for 

conditions such as hypertension, diabetes and 

cervical carcinoma. In Beaufort West and 

Zithulele in the Eastern Cape, both the teams 

contributed and were given the opportunity to 

shadow health professionals in the hospitals 

allowing them to get a better sense of 

practicing medicine and healthcare in a rural 

environment.  

The Women’s Health clinic, in partnership with 

The Scalabrini Centre, was one of the great 

successes of 2017. First piloted in 2016, this 

project gained support from UCT staff, e.g. Dr 

Chivaugn Gordon, and each clinic saw 23 

SHAWCO Health Programme 
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patients on average. Many of these patients 

received PAP smears and screening, allowing 

our students to try out new clinical skills on 

clinics.  

The Paediatrics clinics operated as scheduled. 

In addition, our health promotion team ran the 

first Health Education Day of 2017. The Health 

Education day was based at one of our 

SHAWCO sites, Manenberg Primary School. 

We hosted approximately 50 children of the 

local community, educating them on health 

promotion. This included lessons on basic 

hygiene such as hand washing as well as 

learning about diarrhoea and how to help put 

together an oral rehydration solution which 

would help someone with diarrhoea stay 

rehydrated.  

Further development projects included our 

HIV and Mental health workshop that took 

place on 14 August. The workshop involved 

almost 40 junior students coming to learn 

about the importance of HIV screening and 

how to perform HIV tests as well as learn about 

the screening of core mental health disorders 

such as alcoholism and depression. The 

workshop was followed-up with a screening 

clinic that allowed these students to put to 

practice what they were taught by performing 

HIV tests on refugee students from the 

community of Maitland. This is an area within 

our health promotion and student 

development portfolios where we have been 

able to integrate the work we do, with the 

development of our students allowing for a 

more cohesive approach to the way in which 

we approach projects. 

The Health IT task team made positive strides 

with the introduction of technology to clinics. 

The aim has been to allow retained records of 

patients that can be accessible on further 

clinics, and have a more effective and efficient 

method of data capturing. This project was 

successfully launched in this reporting period 

and will be assessed early in 2018. 

In the reporting period, SHAWCO Health 

consulted with over 4,000 patients in more 

than 200 clinics.  

In 2017, the Health Steering committee began 

Transformation Discussions. These discussions 

were aimed at evaluating our approach to 

transformation within SHAWCO Health and to 

ensure that we are continuously meeting the 

needs of our community, in line with 

SHAWCO’s vision. The outcome of these 

discussions will guide our future committees 

on how to approach their goals and projects 

and make SHAWCO Health more accessible to 

students and communities at large. 
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SHAWCO International Programme has hosted 

international students for structured health 

and education electives since 2004. SHAWCO’s 

service-learning draws from the theories of 

Brazilian educator Paulo Friere and American 

educator John Dewey – teachers teach and 

learn, learners learn and teach, and together 

they are empowered to co-create better 

communities.  

In 2017, SHAWCO International ran 

programmes for partnering universities and 

academic institutions, including the University 

of Maryland, West Virginia School of Medicine, 

Arcadia (Public Health), College of William and 

Mary, Grand Valley State University, Oslo 

College and City University of Hong Kong. In 

November 2017, SHAWCO celebrated another 

milestone, hosting the first-ever group of 

education students from Edith Cowan 

University (ECU) in Perth, Australia. 

Each programme is designed to expose visiting 

students to different parts of our South African 

society, and to create a unique learning space 

for both students and learners to explore new 

themes and diversity tampering with shapes, 

colour and textures, innovation, design and 

technology.  

The biggest achievement of this programme in 

2017 was using asset based community 

development project plans to guide, promote, 

create and define sustainable intervention 

models to assist local partnering institutions 

and organisations to further addressing their 

social need, whilst creating profit generating 

strategies to sustain and further the 

community impact of the organisation.  

In a period where international students were 

hesitant to engage in exchange programmes 

with South African universities, the SHAWCO 

International Programme still managed to 

attract 93 international students to participate 

in our service-learning programme. These 

students were successfully placed with nine of 

our programme partners throughout the Cape 

Town metropole.  

 

_____________________________________ 

In partnership with Dell Development Fund, 

SHAWCO's Manenberg, Kensington and 

Khayelitsha SHIFT IT and Education 

programme provides residents - and in in 

particular children from these communities -

with access to basic computer education.  The 

programme provides individuals with an 

opportunity to interact with computers, learn 

their functionality and understand their 

different uses.  In addition to providing access 

to computers, these labs also provide internet 

access, software programs and social media 

platforms which support enterprise 

development, skills development and 

education. Learners who attend SHAWCO's 

education projects, also receive computer 

training during after school sessions, to help 

better develop their IT competencies.   

In this reporting period our computer labs 

provided IT and basic computer training to 

2,731 children and youth aged 2½ to 23 years 

old. Participants in our SHIFT IT programme 

also include children from the Kensington Edu-

care Centre at Kensington and senior citizens 

from the Meals on Wheels programme. In this 

reporting period we have also partnered with 

local and provincial government programmes, 

and local organisations with great success. 

SHAWCO  

International 

SHAWCO SHIFT IT 
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SHAWCO STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION AT 31 DECEMBER 2017 

ASSETS 2017 
 

2016 

NON CURRENT ASSETS 9 778 468 
 

9 414 850 

Property, Plant and Equipment 8 
 

8 

Investment Property 1 687 029  1 799 494 

Investments 6 891 431   6 415 348 

Loan Receivable 1 200 000 
 

1 200 000 

CURRENT ASSETS 5 088 255 
 

6 468 896 

Accounts and Other Receivables 1 105 585 
 

1  536 452 

Inventory 96 416 
 

51 819 

Cash and Cash Equivalents 3 886  254 
 

4 880 625 

TOTAL ASSETS 14 866 723 
 

15 883 746 

EQUITY AND LIABILITIES    

EQUITY 4 244 423  9 195 520 

Project Funds 10 342 490  11 616 321 

Revaluation reserve 5 523 874 
 

5 047 792 

Accumulated Funds (11 621 941) 
 

(7 468 593) 

CURRENT LIABILITIES 10 622 300 
 

6 688 226 

Accounts and Other Payables 10 566 456  6 632 773 

Other financial liabilities 55 844 
 

55 453 

TOTAL EQUITY AND LIABILITIES 14 866 723  15 883 746 

SHAWCO STATEMENT OF INCOME AT 31 DECEMBER 2017 

 2017  2016 

Revenue 11 442 157  12 032 527 

Operating expenses (17 291 921)  (15 514 454) 

Operating loss (5 849 764)  (15 514 454) 

Investment revenue 424 424  407 454 

Finance costs (1 839)  (952) 

Surplus / (Deficit) (5 427 179)  (3 075 425) 

 

Financial Report 

Major Donors for 2017  

(R100,000 and more) 

Dell Development Fund 

Ernest E and Brendalyn Stempel Foundation 

GrandWest CSI 

JW Findlay Trust 

National Lotteries Distribution Trust Fund 

Nussbaum Foundation 

Students for a Better Future 

UCT RAG 

Western Cape Government  

 

Donors for 2017  

(R5,000 and R99,000) 

A Forman 

Bellville Rotary Club 

Deloitte and Touché 

Edith Cowan University 

Ginsburg Trust 

Given Gain 

Graaf Foundation 

Gus Milner 

Janice Foster 

John William Day Trust 

Kaplan Kuschlick Foundation 

Omni HR Consulting 

Turner and Townsend 

We thank everyone who supported 

and donated to SHAWCO in 2017 

Thank You! 
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SHAWCO Stories 

“Born and bred in Manenberg, I was part of 
SHAWCO for five years before becoming a 

volunteer. In 2013 I was selected for a two-year 
leadership programme aimed at developing 

young people from poor communities. A panel of 
judges nominated me as a ‘South African Hero’ 

for my community work. Now I am more 
confident and I encourage young people to help 
change their communities. I am evidence of how 
SHAWCO programmes benefit children. Today I 

am employed as the administrator at the 
SHAWCO Manenberg Centre. SHAWCO has 

changed my life. I have learnt that your 
background doesn’t determine your future.” 

Felicia Esau (SHAWCO Administrator) 

 

“I grew up within walking distance of the 
SHAWCO Kensington Centre and some of my 

fondest childhood memories involve the 
centre. I joined SHAWCO as a volunteer in my 

2nd year at UCT not imagining that within a few 
years I would be on the executive. I am 

currently completing my LLB at UCT and hope 
to be an advocate for social justice with 

SHAWCO firmly rooted in my conscience. 
Everyone has the ability to make a difference, 

no matter how small; because a small 
difference made is better than no difference at 

all.” 

Sukayna Bassier 
(SHAWCO Education president 2017-2018) 

 

“What started in 2009 as a response to a 
SHAWCO poster stuck on a pole in the Nyanga 

terminus, led me on a journey of empowerment. 
Raised by a single mother after my father died 

when I was an infant, I am able to share with the 
values my mother taught me: discipline and 

perseverance. I am thankful for the opportunity I 
have working as the SHAWCO SHIFT IT 

coordinator to offer not only computer training 
but to use my life experience to empower the 
youth. The learners bring me the biggest joy 

when I see them learn about computers.” 

Maloh “Isaac” Hendricks 
(SHAWCO IT Coordinator) 

“I am SHAWCO AIU Programme Manager. I am 
very passionate about teaching mathematics. 
Historically our learners had limited access to 
resources and SHAWCO AIU is a platform that 
offers redress for these inequalities. SHAWCO 

gives me the opportunity to reach out to 
communities, identify learners and offer them 
academic interventions in core subjects. We 

assist in improving their grades and contribute 
to their future learning. I am proud to lead the 

SHAWCO Academic Interventions. “I am a 
proud SHAWCO employee”. 

Neil De Wet 
(SHAWCO AIU Programme Manager) 
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Help SHAWCO 

Your generous donations of time, money and support mean that we can plan ahead and work 

out how best to use our precious resources to achieve Good for All. 

To donate via EFT or bank deposit 
Standard Bank 

Account Name SHAWCO 
Branch Rondebosch 

Branch Code 025 009 
Account Number 072 713 305 

Swift Code SBZAZAJJ 

 

Sponsor 

For further details on monthly giving, corporate and other sponsorship opportunities please 

contact fundraising@shawco.org or call 021 406 6740. 

Contact us 

Braemar Cottage, Faculty of Health Sciences, University of Cape Town, 

Anzio Road, Observatory, 7925, Cape Town, South Africa. 

Telephone: +27 (0)21 406 6740 | Facsimile: +27 (0)21 406 6741 

Email: info@shawco.org | Website: www.shawco.org 

Scan and give 

 

Follow us 

https://www.facebook.com/SHAWCO.org/ https://www.instagram.com/shawco_org/ 

https://twitter.com/shawco_org https://www.linkedin.com/in/shawco-uct 
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